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The Mounting and Operating Instructions specify basic principles for mounting, connection, adjustment, 

operation, maintenance, and repairs of KP MINI and KP MINI EEx actuators. A fundamental prerequisite is that 

assembly, operation, maintenance, and revisions are performed by skilled technicians qualifi ed for operation 

and works on explosion-proof electric devices and the works are supervised by a professionally qualifi ed 

expert instructed in a demonstrable way.

1. APPLICATION

The KP MINI (KP MINI Control) rotary (90°) electric actuators with constant speed of the output shaft motion 

(hereinafter electric actuators only) have been specially designed for actuating fittings (ball and flapper valves), louvers, 

air flaps and other devices for which they are in respect of their characteristics suitable.  They can be used in remote 

and automatic control circuits.

When equipped with an electronic position regulator with position feedback, these actuators can act as a final 

power control element of continuous-action control circuits used for regulation of physical variables.

Electric actuators KP MINI EEx in the non-explosive version Ex d IIC T6 are intended for control and operation 

in the environment with a risk of explosion of an explosive gaseous atmosphere in zones 1 and 2 according to ČSN 

EN 60079-10 (332320); they are designed in compliance with the standards ČSN EN 60079-0:2004 and ČSN EN 

60079-1:2004 for an explosive gaseous atmosphere. 

These are non-explosive electric devices of group II, category 2 in areas where formation of an explosive atmos-

phere created by gases, vapours or fog – "G" is probable. The actuators can also be used in areas with flammable 

dust according to ČSN EN 50281-1-3. The actuators are marked with a sign of protection against explosion and sym-

bols of the group and category of the devices  II 2G.

 

Nomenclature:

Environment with explosion danger - environment in which an explosive atmosphere can be created

Explosive gaseous atmosphere - a mixture of fl ammable substances (in the form of gases, vapours or mist) with air 

under atmospheric conditions in which, after initialization, burning spreads out to non-consumed mixture.

Maximum surface temperature - The highest temperature created during operation under the most unfavourable 

conditions (however within approved limits) on any surface part of the electric device, which could induce ignition 

of surrounding atmosphere.

Closure - All walls, doors, covers, cable bushings, shafts, rods, pull-rods, etc. which contribute to the type of protection 

against explosion and/or to the level of protection (IP) of the electric device.

Explosion-proof closure “d” - Type of protection in which the parts capable of causing ignition of an explosive 

atmosphere are installed inside the closure; in case of internal explosion this closure should withstand pressure 

of the explosion and prevent spreading of the explosion into the surrounding atmosphere.

Zone 1 – is an area where, during usual operation, the probability of occurrence of an explosive atmosphere of 

a mixture of fl ammable substances in the form of gas, vapour or for with air is occasional. 

Standards

The following basic standards apply to KP MINI EEx explosion-proof actuators:

ČSN EN 60079-14   Regulations for electrical devices in areas with a danger of explosion of flammable gases and 

vapours.

ČSN IEC 60721 Types of environment for electrical devices.

ČSN EN 60079-0  Electrical devices for explosive gaseous atmosphere. General requirements.

ČSN EN 60079-1  Electrical devices for explosive gaseous atmosphere. Explosion-proof closure „d“.

ČSN EN 60079-10  Electrical devices for explosive gaseous atmosphere. Specification of dangerous areas.

ČSN 33 0371 Non-explosive mixtures. Classification and testing methods.

ČSN 34 3205 Operation of electric rotating machines and work with them.

Designation of explosion-proof properties

It consists of the following symbols:

Ex  Electric device complies with the standard ČSN EN 60 079-0 and related standards for various types of protection 

against explosion.

d  Designation of the type of protection against explosion, explosion-proof closure according to ČSN EN 60 079-1. 

II Designation of the group of explosion-proof electric device according to ČSN EN 60 079-0.

C Designation of the sub-group of the group of explosion-proof electric device according to ČSN EN 60 079-0.

T6  Designation of temperature class of explosion-proof electric device of the Group II according to ČSN EN 

60 079-0. 
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Data on actuators KP MINI EEx

1) Plate with data of non-explosive closures:

2) Instrument plate contains data of: 

- electrical power circuits (voltage and frequency, current and output of electric motor); 

- electrical control circuit of micro-switches (voltage, current);

- position transmitter (resistance, voltage and/or current)

3) Rating plate contains: 

- manufacturer's name 

- type designation of product (type number) 

- serial number 

- year of production

- rated value of tripping torque, Nm 

- rated speed of shifting s/90° 

- rated working stroke ° 

- designation of protective enclosure of actuator IP 

- weight of actuator kg 

- mark of conformity CE 

 

4) Warning plate

5) Plates on covers with marking of used protection against explosion

6) Plate with marked manufacturer and manufacturer's address. 

 

Plates 2), 3) and 6) are used for all types of actuators; plates 1), 4) and 5), in addition, for actuators in non-explosive version.
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2. OPERATING CONDITIONS

The KP MINI (KP MINI Control) electric actuators should withstand the effects of operating conditions and 

external influences, Classes AA7, AB7, AC1, AD7, AE6, AF2, AG2, AH2, AK1, AL1, AM2, AN2, AP3, BA4 and BC3, 

according to IEC 364-3:1993 (including mod. 1:1994).

Classes of external influences - as extracted from ČSN Standard 33 2000-3 

 1) Surrounding temperature from -25 to +55 °C 

 2)  Atmospheric conditions in surroundings: - temperature from -20 to +55 °C

   - relative humidity from 10 to 100 % with condensation

 3) AC1 - elevation above sea level ≤ 2000 m

 4) AD7 - water occurrence - shallow dipping - short-time

 5) AE6 -  occurrence of foreign solid bodies - strong dustiness. Thick dust layers. Fall-out of dust more than 350 

and not more than 1000 mg/m2 per day

 6) AF2 -  occurrence of corrosive or polluting substances in the atmosphere. Presence of corrosive polluting 

substances is significant

 7) AG2 - medium mechanical stress by impacts - common industrial processes

 8) AH2 - medium mechanical stress by vibrations - common industrial processes

 9) AK1 - occurrence of plant species or moulds without danger

10) AL1 - no serious danger of occurrence of animals

11) AM2 - harmful effects of escaping stray currents

12) AN2 - medium sun radiation. Intensity from 500 to 700 W/m2

13) AP3 - medium seismic effects. Acceleration from 300 to 600 Gal

14) BA4 - staff capability. Instructed persons. 

15) BC3 -  frequent contact of persons with earth potential. Persons often touch foreign conductive parts or stand 

on conductive base.

16) BE3N2 -  danger of explosion of combustible gases and vapours. ČSN 33 2320 - ZONE 1.

Supply voltage

Rated AC voltage: 230 V, 110 V or 24 

Rated DC voltage: 24 V

(The permissible supply voltage fluctuations are from - 15% to + 10% of the rated value).

Nominal supply voltage frequency: 50 Hz or 60 Hz

(The permissible frequency variation is 2% of the nominal value).

Protective enclosure

The type of protective enclosure of the actuator is IP 67, according to ČSN EN 60529 (33 0330).

Self-locking

Self-locking facility of the actuators is secured up to the rated torque due to the characteristics of the electric 

motor used.

Protection

The actuators are fitted with an external and an internal protective terminal. The protective terminals are provided 

with marks, according to ČSN IEC 417.

Operating position

The actuator can be n any operating position.

3. DESCRIPTION AND FUNCTION

The KP MINI (KP MINI Control) electric actuators consist of the following basic units:

a) reversible synchronous motor with a permanently connected starting capacitor

b) power gearing with output shaft and universal clamp 

c) electric outfit

a)  The power gearing consists of a pinion attached to the output shaft of the electric motor, spur gearings and 

a geared segment coupled with the output shaft of the electric actuator. Supported on bearings, the output shaft 
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is fitted on its outside with a universal clamp providing for connection to the driven shaft (diameter of 12 to 22 mm 

or square s = 9 to 17 mm). For control of the position-limit and signalling switches, adjustable cams are fitted at 

the other end of the output shaft, which is extended in length into the actuator control part. Position of the cams 

is secured by retightening the upper and lock nuts. The electric actuators are also fitted with manual control.

b)  Electric outfit consists of four microswitches of which two are used for tripping the actuator when the end 

positions of the output shaft have been reached and two can be used for the position signalling of the output 

shaft, the actuator is also fitted with a position transmitter. When viewing from the top (from the side of manual 

control) the sequence of micro-switches is as follows: PO, SO, PZ, SZ.

In addition, the actuator is fitted with a position transmitter (potentiometer or current transmitter). 

Outlets of the micro-switches, position transmitter, and electric motor are connected to a terminal board 

which serves for electric connection of the actuator to external circuits by means of a cable with conductors of 

maximum cross-section 1.5 mm2).

For sealing of inlet cables, the actuator is fitted with two cable bushings. Cable bushings PG 11 (for cables 

ø 5 - 10 mm) are used for the actuators of type 52 997. Cable bushings CMP 20 - A2F (for cables ø 11 - 14 mm) 

are used for the actuators of the version EEx, type 52 998. Protection against shock voltage is provided for by 

internal and external protective terminals.

A heating element is installed for establishing a micro-climate in the space of the control section.

Note: If the actuator works in the environment of temperature exceeding 35 °C the heating element will not be switched 

on. In other cases the heating element should be used.

The actuators KP MINI Type No. 52 998 are fitted with a reversible opening thermostat SM 4070; its role is to pro-

tect the motor in case of an abnormal operation. Using of this thermostat (it opens at temperature 70 °C) prevents 

increased surface temperature of the actuator. 

A resistor of rating 10 W and resistance 18 kohm is used as an anti-condensation heater. 

Position transmitters

a)  Resistance position transmitter is a potentiometer of nominal value 100 ohm. It is transferred to a transmitter by 

fitting a friction clutch for easy setting. 

b)  Resistance transmitter with converter RNI-RT. The converter RNI-RT is a supplement to the resistance 

transmitter. It transfers the signal from the resistance transmitter to the current output. The output signal is li-

near and proportional to the input signal. The converter is fed from the current loop; it requires no additional 

power source.

Technical parameters: 

Feeding voltage  11 – 35 V DC, recommended 24 V DC 

Measuring range 0 – 100 ohm 

Output signal  4 – 20 mA 

Surrounding temperature -25 to +60 °C 

Measurement error  < 0.8 % 

c)  Transmitter DCPT2 is an electronic contact-less current transmitter of position. For its function, it uses magneto-

resistant sensors. It is characterized by long service life and simple setting of working range by means of two push-

buttons. It features a possibility of auto-diagnostics and error messages by a blinking code of the LED diode. 

The transmitter is fed from the source DCPZ. 

Technical parameters:

Scanning of position contact-less magneto-resistant

Working stroke adjustable 60° – 340°

Non-linearity max. ±1%

Loading resistance 0 – 500 ohm

Output signal 4 – 20 mA

Power supply  15 – 28 V DC, < 42 mA

Working temperature -25 °C to +70 °C

Dimensions ø 40 x 45 mm
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Duty:
  S2 - 10 min.

 S4 - 30% - 1,200 cycles/hour

Weight:  4 kg

Rated resistance of position transmitter: 1 x 100 ohm or 2 x 100 ohm (or with another rated value)

Linearity of position transmitter: ±2 % of the resistance rated value

Hysteresis of position transmitter: < 2 % of the resistance rated value

Output shaft play:  1.5°

Insulation resistance:   at least 20 Mohm under dry condition; at least 2 Mohm after a damp test

Actuator life:  at least 1x106 operations with a running time of 0.75 s at the rated torque

Climatic resistance: standard design

Design in respect of explosion-proofness:
 standard design - Type No. 52 997

 explosion-proof design EExd II CT 6 - Type No. 52 998  

Protective enclosure: IP 67

Additional technical parameters

Type
Rated torque

[Nm]

Working
stroke

[°]

Adjusting time (90°)
[s]

Electric motor Type number

  basic  supplementary

 x x 1 x

x x 2 x

x x 3 x

x x 4 x

x x 5 x

x x 8 x

 SMR

SMR

SMR

SMR

ITT

ITT

 1 x x x

3 x x x

5 x x x

2 x x x

4 x x x

6 x x x

7 x x x

8 x x x

 x x x 4

x x x 5

x x x 6

x x x 7

x x x A

x x x B

x x x C

x 1 x x

x 2 x x

x 3 x x

x 4 x x

 without regulator

with regulator

without regulator

with regulator

without regulator

without regulator

with regulator

flange F03

flange F04

flange F05

flange F07

 30

60

90

120

 

48

72

96

64-88

7

402.907

403.903

230 V

 24 V

110 V

230 V

 24 V

110 V

120 V

 24 V

9030

KP MINI, 

KP MINI

EEx

Supply voltage, frequency

Position transmitter - electronic position transmitter ZP 2.RE

 

300/1200

300/800

300/600

300/1200 

300/1200

300/600

300/600

with position transmitter 1x100 ohm

with converter 100 ohm/4 – 20 mA

with position transmitter 4 – 20 mA 
with source

with position transmitter 4 – 20 mA

without position transmitter

with position transmitter 2x100 ohm

union flange size

AC 50 Hz

AC 60 Hz

DC

52 997

+

52 998

52 997

Basic technical parameters - table of design variants

52 997

+

52 998

50 HzDC DC AC 50Hz AC 60Hz60 Hz Typ

52 997

+

52 998

4. TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
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5. ZP2.RE POSITION REGULATOR, VERSION 4

The electronic regulators of output shaft position ZP2 are used in electric actuators KP-MINI Control.

They provide for controlling the electric actuators in which they are built-in by an analog input signal supplied by 

a superior control system. 

The core of the regulator is a micro-computer with a controlling program.

The regulator includes:

- A/D converters for processing the input and feedback signal,

- parameter memory,

- power supply source with a transformer,

- output relay for controlling the electric actuator (switching of electric motor and power switches),

- input circuits for connecting end-limit micro-switches and contacts of thermal relay,

- circuits for analog signal input,

-  functional keys and signal lights which provide for setting regulation parameters (signal lights serve also for 

indicating the state of regulation and types of errors),

- connectors for connecting the regulator with the electric actuator,

- connector for connection of the regulator with PC for service purposes.

The regulator has the following functions:

-  it enables the regulation parameters to be entered by means of functional keys on the regulator or from PC 

connected to the regulator via a communication module,

-  after the regulation parameters have been entered, it performs auto-calibration during which the parameters 

of the electric actuator and the valve are detected by the regulator,

-  after the auto-calibration is completed, it stores the entered and measured parameters in the parameter memory,

- it checks the input and feedback signals and conditions of end-limit micro-switches,

-  it controls the electric actuator according to the input and feedback signals, state of end-limit micro-switches, 

regulation parameters, and parameters of the electric actuator,

Basic electric outfit:  2 position-limit switches (OPEN and CLOSE)

 2 signalling switches (OPEN and CLOSE)

 1 synchronous motor

 2 cable bushings

 1 terminal board

 1 anti-condensation heater (18 kohm/ 230 V; 3,9 kohm/ 110 V; 220 ohm/ 24 V)

Additional electric outfit (according to the customer’s requirements):  electronic position regulator

  position transmitter 

Technical parameters of the electric motors used

Type of electric motor
Power

[W]
Supply voltage

[V]
Frequency

[Hz]
Current

[A]

50

60

50

60

50

60

50

60

50

60

50

60

50

60

50

60

50

60

-

-

0,068

0,078

0,161

0,177

0,615

0,68

0,046

0,05

0,087

0,096

0,52

0,57

0,036

0,039

0,072

0,078

0,310

0,350

0,25

1

230

110

24

230

110

24

230

110

24

ITT 402.907

ITT 403.903

2,5

16

24 DC

24 DC

3,8

2,5

1,9

SMR 300 - 1200

SMR 300 - 800

SMR 300 - 600
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-  it monitors and stores in its parameter memory total operating time and total number of operations of the output 

relays,

-  it checks whether a failure occurs during regulation or in adjusting the regulator; if so, it performs evaluation and 

indication of the failure type; it brings the output shaft of the actuator into position according to the set parameters 

and stores parameters of the detected failure in its memory,

-  it provides for connection of PC which can be used for entering the regulation parameters and monitoring 

the regulator performance,

The program memory is of the ROM type; the memory of regulation parameters and parameters of the electric 

actuator is of the EPROM type; hence, the memory content is not damaged in case the supply voltage is switched off.

The speed of rotation of the actuator output shaft is given by the type and design of the electric actuator; it cannot 

be affected by the regulator. 

Connection of the electric actuator with regulator to the supply voltage

When the supply voltage is connected to the electric actuator, the actuator can spontaneously start even when no 

control signal has yet been connected to the regulator; this is because the regulator evaluates this state as an error 

and brings the actuator output shaft into position according to the entered parameter. 

If the electric actuator is connected in a wrong way the situation can occur that the electric actuator does not stop 

even after tripping of the end-limit switches.

During installation and commissioning of the electric actuator it is, therefore, necessary to adopt such measures 

that spontaneous starting of the electric actuator is prevented even in case that the supply voltage is incidentally 

switched on during connecting the electric actuator. 

Note: The regulators ZP2, version 4, operating in the auto-calibration mode perform tests of sense of rotation 

and report an incorrect sense as an error. In the regulation mode the sense of rotation is not tested. 

6. TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF THE REGULATOR

Supply voltages  A. 230 V  +10% -15%; 50 – 60 Hz

 B. 120 V  +10% -15%; 50 – 60 Hz

 C.  24 V  +10% -15%; 50 – 60 Hz

Input signals analog control signal 0 to 20 mA, 4 to 20 mA, 0 to 10 V

 two-valued   TEST contact from superior system (simulation of faulty condition) 

 State of OPEN and CLOSE torque-limit switches of electric actuator*)

Output signals two-valued  2x contact of relay 8 A/230 V, protected by fuse F 1.6 A 

  signalization of failure - KOK contact (24 V , 2 W)

 5x LED   feeding, failure, set parameters, opens, closes

  4 – 20 mA    Maximum load impedance 350 ohm (with rated feeding voltage).

   Maximum load impedance 100 ohm (with feeding voltage reduced by 

15 %)

Position transmitter potentiometer 100 – 10,000 ohm **)

 DCPT current transmitter **)

Error report TEST mode

 failure of feedback transmitter

 end-limit switches reversed*)

 control signal missing

 actuator switched off in intermediate

 position by end-limit switch*) 

Response to failure failure of feedback transmitter actuator into position Test, error message

 control signal missing actuator into position Test, error message

 TEST mode  actuator into position Test, error message

Adjusting devices 2x functional key for setting parameters without PC

 communication connector for connecting PC

Regulator linearity 0.5 %

Regulator insensitivity 1 – 10 % (adjustable)

Operating temperature range -25 °C to +75 °C

Dimensions 75 x 75 x 25 mm 
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*)  The end-limit switch is the position-limit switch of the electric actuator connected so that the actuator motion 

is stopped in the given direction. During the auto-calibration, the regulator ZP2 me asures the feedback signal 

at which the end-limit switches make the electric actuator to switch off (for both directions of motion) and sto-

resit in memory as parameter. During regulation, the state of end-limit switches is continuously monitored. 

If the electric actuator is switched off by the end-limit switch in a position different from that corresponding to 

the position found during the auto-calibration, the regulator shall evaluate this state as an error. 

**)  Type of position transmitter (resistance / current) is set automatically during the auto-calibration.

Setting the regulator parameters by means of functional keys

After mounting the electric actuator with the regulator onto the valve, correct function of the regulator is ensured 

by setting the regulator parameters and starting the auto-calibration procedure – the best moment for this is when the 

piping in which the valve with the actuator is fitted is filled with the working medium. 

Parameters of the regulator can be set by functional keys on the regulator (the set parameter is indicated by LCD 

diodes D3, D4 on the regulator) or by PC connected to the regulator. 

This manual serves as instructions for setting the parameters of the regulator ZP2.RE, version 4 (designation on 

a self-sticking tape on the case of the single-chip PC of the regulator, e.g. EHL SERVO V4.28 © 2004) by means of the 

functional keys. A special manual is to be issued for setting the regulator by means of PC (PC can also be used for 

setting other parameters than those described in this manual and access is provided to different diagnostic data). 

Before setting the parameters, the end-limit switches must be connected to the electric actuator and adjusted 

together with the position transmitter. 

IMPORTANT!
Basic setting of the resistance position transmitter should be observed: 

Close position  min. 2.5 % of the transmitter rated value (e.g. min 2.5 ohm for 100 ohm).

Open position  min. 97.5 % of the transmitter rated value (e.g. min 97.5 ohm for 100 ohm).

In case this condition is not fulfilled the regulator will come to the state "Transmitter failure" in its extreme positions.

Layout of indicating diodes, functional keys, terminals and connectors

on the regulator ZP2.RE4

(L)

(N)

menu,
regulation 
state, 
failure code

parameter
value, 
failure

menu 
selection,
regulation
/setting

parameter
setting

Yellow Red

Green
Red

Open
Close

connector for
connecting to PC designation of control

program version

switched on

OPEN  
  
CLOSE

Input signal

Te
s
t

Gre.
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Note: The signals MO, MZ, TP and "Test" are input signals; the signal TP and "Test" need not be connected. 

Setting of the active level (a level which is evaluated by the regulator as an error state) of the signals TP and 

Test" to different value than that set by the regulator manufacturer or by ZPA Pečky a.s. is only possible by 

PC. 

J1 – Signal terminal board

01 TEST  Input of logic control signal Test

02 GND  Control signal – negative pole

03 IN  Control signal – positive pole 

04 KOK  Switching contact of failure report

05 KOK Switching contact of failure report

06 +5V  Power supply of potentiometerr

07 IN RS  Signal from potentiometer

08 GNDRS  Earth of potentiometer

09  Not connected in this version

10  Not connected in this version

J2 – Power terminal board

 J2-A  CLOSE Power output Close

J2-B OPEN Power output Open

J2-C MZ  Close end-limit switch

J2-D MO  Open end-limit switch

J2-E TP  Thermal cut-out

J2-F S  (L) Feeding of power outlets

J2-G TR1 (N) regulator feeding

J2-H TR1 (L) regulator feeding

The regulator parameters cannot be set when the electric actuator is in one of its extreme positions and is 

switched off by the end-limit switch` the auto-calibration would not be accomplished and the regulator would report 

a failure. Therefore, before setting the parameters, the electric actuator should be adjusted – e.g. by the handwheel 

– so that the output shaft is in an intermediate position (in a position in which the electric actuator is not switched 

off by any of the end-limit switches under normal conditions of operation).

Setting of parameters

In setting the parameters according to this manual, select the setting mode by pressing the key SW1 and 

holding it until the yellow diode D3 on the regulator is lit on (about 2 s). Then, release the key SW1 and the start 

setting the parameters of the regulator (roll in the menu indicated by the yellow diode D3 by shortly pressing 

the key SW1, set the parameters indicated by the red diode D4 by shortly pressing the key SW1) – see the 

description of Menu 1 – Menu 5 below. If, by pressing the key SW2, you select the last value of the parameter 

in the given menu, another depressing of the key SW2 will bring you back to the first value of this parameter. 

In this way, you can make cycles in selecting the parameter values according to the list for the given parameter. 

After the required value of the parameter has been selected, depress shortly the key SW1. The selected value 

of the parameter is thus confirmed and the following menu is displayed. If, by subsequent pressing the key 

SW1, the MENU 5 is displayed, another short depressing of the key SW1 will bring you back to the MENU 1 

(another depressing to the MENU 2, etc.). In this way, the set parameters can be checked and changed during 

the setting procedure.

Each time the red diode D4 is lit on – during regulation, auto-calibration, and in setting the parameters 

– the contact KOK is closed (terminals J1-4, J1-5).

The diodes D3 and D4 give signals by the number of their blinking:

Menu 1 Setting of control signal

 D3 (yellow) 

 D4 (red)  0 – 20 mA

   4 – 20 mA

   0 – 10 V

Menu 2 Setting of response to test signal and in case of failure

 D3 (yellow)) 

 D4 (red)  opens

   closes

   no response

Menu 3 Setting of mirroring (ascending / descending characteristic)

 D3 (yellow) 

 D4 (red)  higher signal – CLOSE (descending char. – mirrors)

   higher signal – OPEN (ascending char. – mirrors)
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Menu 4 Setting of regulator insensitivity

 D3 (yellow) 

 D4 (red)  1 %

   2 %

   až

   10 %

Menu 5 Setting of regulation method

 D3 (yellow)  

 D4 (red)  narrow to torque

   narrow to position

   wide to torque

   wide to position

In the regulation "to position" the electric actuator shaft is brought to the position where the input and feedback 

signal are identical.

The regulation "to torque" means that by setting the input signal close to either of extreme values – i.e. for signal 

4 – 20 mA this is up to 4.2 mA and from 19.8 mA up (these values are fixed and cannot be changed) – the electric 

actuator shaft does not stop at the moment of identical input and feedback signals but keeps moving until it is 

stopped by the action of particular end-limit switch. This setting is used in case that tight closing of the valve in its 

extreme position is to be ensured. 

The "narrow" regulation means that, during the regulation, the electric actuator shaft is set so that the signal from 

the position transmitter corresponds exactly to the input signal. If, after the electric actuator has stopped, the feedback 

signal does not correspond to the input one the actuator changes over to the so-called step mode; it will be brought 

to the exact position by repeated switching the electric motor on and off. 

The "wide" regulation means that the electric actuator shaft is set so that, after the actuator has stopped, 

the difference between the input and feedback signals is smaller than or equal to the set insensitivity range. 

In case the regulator is not required to be set otherwise, it is recommended to set the regulation method as "wide 

to position".

After setting, verification, and correction of parameters, if necessary, the key SW1 should be kept depressed for 

a while (this can be carried out in any menu) until the diode D3 is lit on. Setting of the parameters is thus completed; 

you shall confirm that the set parameters are valid and can be stored in the regulator memory. After the key SW3 is 

released, the auto-calibration is automatically started.

The auto-calibration is an automatic process in which the regulator checks the position transmitter and sense of 

rotation of the electric actuator output shaft, brings the actuator shaft into the position "OPEN" and "CLOSE"; in these 

positions it will measure the feedback signals, inertia in the directions "OPEN" and "CLOSE", and store the set and 

measured parameters in the regulator memory. 

The auto-calibration should be started whenever a change occurs in the conditions which can influence 

the regulator performance, e.g. at retightening the packing. 

Menu 6 Auto-calibration

 D3 (yellow)  auto-calibration in progress

 D4 (red)  does not blink 

 Error message

 D3 (yellow) 

 D4 (red)   auto-calibration starts at the end-limit switch, failure of end-limit 

switch

   end-limit switches connected in wrong way

   position transmitter wrongly connected or faulty

    Wrong sense of rotation of the shaft or the resistance position 

transmitter reversely connected

In case that the regulator is connected in a wrong way (wrongly connected end-limit switches or position transmitter) 

the auto-calibration will be interrupted the regulator gives an error message by means of the diodes D3 and D4. If 

everything is O.K. then, after the auto-calibration is completed, the regulator will change over into the regulating mode.
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IMPORTANT!
If an error in the parameter setting and/or auto-calibration occurs the set parameters are not stored in the regulator 

memory. After the errors are removed the setting of parameters and the auto-calibration should be repeated. 

If the regulator parameters were set sooner than the valve with the electric actuator is installed into the piping, 

then, after its installation and filling the working medium into the piping, the assembly properties can change to such 

an extent that the regulator setting and the auto-calibration will have to be repeated. 

Program RESET of regulator

In case the regulator comes into a sate that you want to cancel (to perform RESET), e.g. return from the setting 

menu without auto-calibration, you can do that by pressing the key SW1 and keeping it depressed for at least 6 s.

Note:
If an error in the auto-calibration occurs this procedure does not work: the error state is to be cancelled by 

switching off and on the supply voltage of the regulator. If it is impossible to start a new regulator or a regulator into 

which wrong parameters were loaded by mistake, it can be brought into the initial state by switching off the supply 

voltage for about half a minute (so that the filtration capacitors in the power supply section can be discharged); then 

press and keep depressed both keys on the regulator and, during this period, switch on the regulator power supply 

while keeping the key depressed for at least 6 s. In this way, the data are loaded into the regulator memory which 

enable you to start the regulator and carry out new setting of the parameters.

Important!
This procedure can also be used for setting parameters the setting of which cannot be changed without 

a connected PC (e.g. voltage level at TP input at which the regulator changes over into the error state). Therefore, 

the RESET button should not be used unless it is possible to set the parameters again by PC. 

Operation and error messages of the regulator during regulation

Operation messages:

 D3 (red) lit off  

 D4 (yellow) lit on  the regulator regulates

   lit off  regulation deviation within the insensitivity range

Error messages:

If an error occurs which the regulator can detect, the contact KOK connected to the terminals J1-4 and J1-5 

closes; the diode D4 is permanently lit on. The regulator response to the error is given by the set parameter "Response 

to the signal TEST".

The diode D3 reports the error type by the blinking code.

 D4 (red) permanently lit on

 D3(yellow)  TEST mode

    Control signal in the range 0 – 10 V missing by action end-limit 

switches

   Electric actuator was switched off in intermediate position

   Position transmitter failure

   Thermal protection failure

   Control signal at the range 4 – 20 mA is smaller

   than 3 mA or is missing

After the cause of the error state is removed, the regulator changes over automatically into the regulating mode.

6.  ATTACHMENT OF THE ACTUATOR TO A VALVE 
 PUTTING INTO OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

After unpacking, make sure that the actuator was not damaged during transport. Prior to installation, please make 

yourself acquainted with these mounting instructions.

Warning:
When working on the actuator, observe the ČSN safety regulations. Connection and adjustment of the actuator 
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should only be made by a person who has been qualified in accordance with the valid ČSN Standards and authorized 

by the user.

Prior to connecting and adjusting the actuator, make sure that the actuator cannot be started by an unauthorized 

person.

It is recommended that, during actuator adjustment, a suitable cut-out switch is connected in the circuit 

of the electric motor (terminal 2) to permit the actuator to be stopped immediately, if required. On completion 

of the adjusting procedure, this switch should be removed from the motor circuit.

The actuator cover, together with the handwheel, can be removed after loosening of 4 screws M10 x 25. Extend 

the universal clamp of the output shaft to the required distance and attach the actuator to the valve. Next, tighten 

the clamp onto the controlled shaft. Check that the tightened output can freely move and cannot be held back 

anyway. Then, connect the actuator to external electrical circuits. With the actuator cover removed, put the actuator 

into operation and check that the output shaft rotates in the correct direction. The CLOSE direction of rotation 

corresponds to the output shaft rotation clockwise, when viewing the actuator from the manual control side, i.e., 

from above. If the actuator does not rotate in the correct direction the leads to terminals 15 and 18 should be 

reversed. Thereafter, make sure that the OPEN and CLOSE position-limit switches operate correctly. Finally, adjust 

the OPEN and CLOSE signalling switches.

Procedure of sealing cables: 

The cable bushing system must meet the requirements of ČSN EN 60079 – 14, Art. 10.3.2.d for direct inlet into 

the firm closure of the group IIC (sealing of individual cable cores). 

Therefore, when connecting the actuator, the customer must arrange for a non-explosive sealing system by 

means of the provided two-component epoxide sealing paste, type MC35/K21 (Camattini), and the sealing tube ser. 

no. 22464552, as follows: 

1)  Remove the jacket on a sufficient length of the cable. 

2)  Apply silicone lute into separated individual cable cores and cut-off edge of the jacket; this should prevent 

the sealing paste from flowing through during the subsequent filling. Slide the sealing tube on the cable cores 

and press on the cable jacket with the chamfered internal edge. 

3) Fill the cable cores in the tube space with the sealing paste prepared according to the instructions. 

4)  After the sealing paste has been cured (ca 24 h), clean the cable below the tube. Remove the tightening nut, 

holding-down ring and sealing rubber ring from the actuator bushing and slide these parts on the prepared 

cable. Then, push this cable through the bushing body into the actuator and tighten. This procedure of 

sealing the cable cores with the sealing paste was approved during certification of the actuator (see item (15) 

of the certificate of FTZÚ 02 ATEX 0109X); failure in following this procedure means breaching of safety 

requirements for the product. 

5) Connect respective cable cores in the terminal board.

This procedure of sealing the cable cores with the sealing paste was approved during certification of the actuator 

(see item (15) of the certificate of FTZÚ 02 ATEX 0109X); failure in following this procedure means breaching of safety 

requirements for the product.

Adjusting procedure of the actuator

The actuator has been adjusted at the factory. If no readjustment is required, e.g. a smaller working stroke or after 

a repair, it is inadvisable to make any adjustment.

Adjustment of the position-limit and signalling microswitches

Move the output shaft to the position in which the microswitch should operate. Loosen the bronze safety nut, 

which is also used as a guide bush for the camshaft first and then the milled nut securing the position of cams 

against angular displacement. By turning the respective cam in the direction in which it runs on the microswitch 

lever from its point turning, set such a position of the cam in which the microswitch just operates. After 

adjustment, secure the cam in position by retightening both the milled and the safety nuts. The signalling switch 

should be adjusted so that it operates before the corresponding position-limit switch.

Warning:
The dead stops within the actuator have been designed to provide for the working stroke of 90° ±3°. Thus, 

when readjusting the position-limit cams, care should be taken to ensure that the position-limit microswitches open 

always before the output shaft bears on the dead stops. Due to the fact that the actuator incorporates no torque-

tripping facility, it might be brought into short-circuit operation and thus damaged if the limit microswitch fails to 

operate.
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Tightening of sealed cable in the actuator bushings 

Sealing of cable cores with sealing paste 

Body of actuator 

Sealing bushing 

CMP - 20/20 - A2F 

Cable cores Sealing paste 

MC 35/K21 (Camattini) 

(provided with the actuator) 

Sealing tube 

ser. no. 22464552 

(provided with the actuator) 

Cable  11-14 mm ø

Adjustment of position transmitter

a) Adjustment of resistance transmitter

The resistance position transmitter is adjusted by moving the output shaft from one end-limit position to the other. 

It is thus automatically adjusted. 

b) Adjustment of resistance transmitter with converter RNI-TR 

The converter requires no setting. Just the resistance transmitter is to be set as referred to in its manual. 

c) Adjustment of transmitter DCPT2 

1. Adjustment of limit positions 

Before starting the setting, verification must be carried out that the end-limit positions are within the range of 

60° – 340° of DCPT2 rotation. Otherwise, an error occurs after the setting (LED blinks 2x). 

1.1. Position "4 mA" 

Set the drive to its required position (e.g. Closed) and keep depressed the push-button "4" until the LED blinks (about 2 s).

1.2. Position "20 mA" 

Set the drive to its required position (e.g. Open) and keep depressed the push-button "20" until the LED blinks 

(about 2 s). 

2. Setting of rotation sense 

The sense of DCPT2 rotation is determined when viewing from the shaft side. 

When the sense of rotation is changed the positions "4 mA" and "20 mA" are preserved but the working range 

(track of DCPT2) between these points is changed to a supplement of the previous working range. In this way, 

the permitted working range can be exceeded (LED 2x). 

2.1. Right-hand 

Press the push-button "4" and then the push-button "20"; keep them depressed until LED blinks. 
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2.2. Left-hand 

Press the push-button "20" and then the push-button "4"; keep them depressed until LED blinks. 

3. Error messages 

In case of an error the diode LED blinks an error code: 

1x  Sensor position out of working range; 

2x  Wrong setting of working range;

3x  Out of tolerance level of magnetic field;

4x  Wrong parameters in EEPROM; 

5x  Wrong parameters in RAM. 

4. Calibration of currents 4 mA and 20 mA

Switch on the power supply while keeping the push-buttons "4" and "20" depressed; release them after LED blinks 

once. Entry to the option 4.1 Calibration 4 mA is thus realized. 

4.1. Calibration of current 4 mA 

Connect an ammeter to the testing terminals. Press the push-button "20". Keep the push-button depressed 

to evoke repeated current decrease. Release the push-button to record the contemporary value. 

4.2. Calibration of current 20 mA 

Connect an ammeter to the testing terminals. Press the push-button "4". Keep the push-button depressed 

to evoke repeated current increase. Release the push-button to record the contemporary value. 

4.3. Switching between the option of calibration 4 mA and 20 mA 

Entry to the option of calibration 4 mA: 

Press the push-button "4" and then the push-button "20"; keep them depressed until LED blinks. 

Entry to the option of calibration 20 mA: 

Press the push-button "20" and then the push-button "4"; keep them depressed until LED blinks. 

5. Record of standard parameters 

Switch on the power supply while keeping the push-buttons "4" and "20" depressed; release them after LED blinks 

twice.

ATTENTION! In this record, the transmitter calibration is also overwritten; it is thus necessary to carry it out 

again!! 

7. UNPACKING AND STORING

The actuators are packed in such a way that, during transport, the risk of damage is completely avoided; different 

types of packing are used, depending on the method of transport and the distance to the place of destination. For 

delivery of the actuators to the areas with difficult operating conditions, their packing should be hermetically sealed 

with desiccants therein.

Upon receipt of the actuators from the manufacturer, it is essential to check that no damage was caused during 

transport and to compare the data on the actuator rating plates with those contained in the order and accompanying 

documentation. Any discrepancies, defects or damages should immediately be reported to the supplier.

When the actuator, after it has been unpacked, is not installed outright it should be stored at a dust-free location 

with a temperature range of - 25°C to + 55 °C and relative humidity up to 80% aggressive gases or vapours and free 

of secured against harmful effects of climatic conditions.

8. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Depending on the operating conditions, the operation of electric actuators usually involves only the transmission 

of pulses, as required for the individual functions. In the event of a power supply failure, readjust the controlled device 

by the handwheel. Manul control is only possible with the actuator at rest. During operation of the electric motor, 

the handwheel is rotating. Care should be taken to ensure that the handwheel cannot be held back anyway.

It is the operator’s duty to ensure that the electric actuator is given the specified maintenance attention and that 

the rating plate values of the actuator are not exceeded.

Maintenance of the actuator involves replacing faulty parts, if required. Moreover, it is essential that the teeth of 

the transmitter drive gear and slide bearing are lightly smeared with grease every two years. The actuator gearbox 

has been packed with grease for its service life of 6 years. If the actuator is capable of operating even after 6 years 

of operation the gearbox should be filled with fresh grease again after old grease has been removed from it.
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The KP MINI EEx electric actuators, Type No. 52 998, should be kept clean, taking care to ensure that they are not 

clogged with dirt and dust. It is essential to make sure, from time to time, that all connecting and earth terminals are 

properly tightened so that they cannot heat up during operation.

It is recommended that the actuator is subjected to an overhaul at least yearly, unless otherwise specified in 

the inspection regulations of electrical equipment.

The actuator parts constituting a fixed closure (gear cover and box) should be checked to ensure that they have 

not been broken or damaged anyway (corroded, rubbed out, and the like).

After disconnecting the electric actuator, the sealing rings of cable bushings should be checked. No faulty parts 

of the closure should reused during mounting of the actuator. In the event of any major repair of the explosion-proof 

closure that might adversely affect actuator safety, it is advisable to forward the KP MINI EEx electric actuator to 

the manufacturer for repair, who can put the closure back into the state corresponding to EC 50014 and EN 50018, 

according to the approved documentation and specified tests ČSN EN 60079-0:2004 and ČSN EN 60079-1:2004 

for explosive gaseous atmosphere.
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Dimensional sketch of the KP MINI electric actuators, Type No. 52 997, 52 998

design with flange F03, F04, F05 (actuator in OPEN position)

only Type No. 52 997

2
0
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9
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2
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 2xP11 (52 997)

2xCMP 20 (52 998)

                   DimensionFlange
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Connecting dimensions for actuator connection to a valve
(any other connection should be consulted with the manufacturer beforehand).
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Dimensional sketch of the electric actuators, Type No. 52 997, 52 998

design with flange F07 (actuator in OPEN position)

             Dimension
Flange

FO7
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9–17
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Connecting dimensions for actuator connection to a valve
(any other connection should be consulted with the manufacturer beforehand).

only Type No. 52 997
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Internal wiring diagrams of theelectric actuators

Legend:

PO open position-limit switch

PZ close position-limit switch

SO open signalling switch

SZ close signalling switch

EH anti-condensation heater

BQ position transmitter

MS1~ single-phase motor

C motor capacitor

M~ direct current electric motor 

ST thermostat (only Type No. 52 998)

DO, DZ  diodes for connecting respective position

-limit switches

(according to sense of rotation of the motor)

ZP2.RE three-position motor regulator

Internal wiring diagram of electric actuators KP MINI

P0853

Internal wiring diagram of electric actuators KP MINI with converter R/I

P0853-I

*) for type 

52 998 only

*) for type 

52 998 only
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Internal wiring diagram of electric actuators KP MINI 

with current transmitter of position DCPT2

P0853-E

Internal wiring diagram of electric actuators KP MINI 

with direct-current electric motor
P0854

*) for type 

52 998 only

*) for type 52 998 only

SPARE PARTS (recommended for current maintenance)

  Designation Use

   Microswitch DB1G - A1LC PO, PZ, SO, SZ

   O-ring 140 x 3 Packing between the cover 

   ČSN 02 9281.2 of the control section and gearbox

   O-ring 8 x 4 Sealing of the shaft in the cover 

   ČSN 02 9280.2 of the control section

   Packing inlet STAHL Sealing of the power supply cable for 

   CMP - 20 / 20 - A2F design variant EEx, Type No. 52 998
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Internal wiring diagram of electric actuators KP MINI 

with position regulator and resistance transmitter
P0850

Internal wiring diagram of electric actuators KP MINI

with position regulator and current transmitter DCPT2
P0850-E

*) for type 

52 998 only

*) for type 

52 998 only

Control 

signal

Control 

signal

Terminals 51 - 52 should be interconnected 

with mA or a jumper wire



Development, production and services of electric actuators and switchboards.
Top-quality sheet-metal processing (TRUMPF equipment), powder paint shop.

SURVEY OF PRODUCED ACTUATORS 

KP MINI, KP MIDI
Electric rotary (90°) actuators (up to 30 Nm)

MODACT MOK, MOKED, MOKP Ex 
Electric rotary (90°) actuators for ball valves and flaps

MODACT MOKA
Electric rotary (90°) actuators for nuclear power stations  

application outside containment

MODACT MONJ, MON, MOP, MONED, MONEDJ, MOPED
Electric rotary multi-turn actuators

MODACT MO EEx, MOED EEx
Explosion proof electric multi-turn actuators

MODACT MOA
Electric multi-turn actuators for nuclear power stations  

application outside containment

MODACT MOA OC
Electric multi-turn actuators for nuclear power stations 

application inside containment

MODACT MPR Variant
Electric rotary (160°) lever actuators with a variable output speed

MODACT MPS Konstant, MPSED
Electric rotary (160°) lever actuators with a constant output speed

MODACT MTN, MTP, MTNED, MTPED
Electric linear thrust actuators with a constant output speed

 Deliveries of assembled actuator + valve (or MASTERGEAR gearbox) combinations

T R A D I T I O N  •  Q U A L I T Y  •  R E L I A B I L I T Y
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